Press release

Four modern, cheerful decorating ideas for childcare facilities, clinics and school catering

Fun, pleasure and lots of imagination: children's patterns from Bauscher
Weiden, Germany, September 2011. Bauscher presents four colorful decorating
ideas for hospitals, childcare facilities and school catering, with bright themes especially tailored to the needs of young guests and which are manufactured in accordance with strict hygienic standards. Each pattern provides a mealtime ambience just
right for children, brightens the day-to-day routine and creates a pleasant atmosphere. The four modern patterns are distinguished by playful figures, clear colors and
jaunty details that leave plenty of room for imagination.
Kiboko, Slon, Prince Frobo and the Happy Veggies
For young guests, the Kiboko pattern has two sassy hippos in gray and brown, who
have settled down on the plate and encourage children to eat with their fat hippo
tummies. The rim of the plate is decorated with a smiling frog, sitting on an island in
the middle of a turquoise pond. Another version of the pattern features the brown
hippo and a leaping fish, jumping out of the water. The light blue lines crossing the
rim bring additional color into play.
In the Slon pattern, the Russian word for elephant, a gray elephant pulls two yellow
and blue elephant toys on a thin cord, which sketches spirited lines on plates and
cups. The yellow and blue rims are perfectly color coordinated with the fanciful pattern.
Prince Frobo is Bauscher's name for the pattern with a pastel green frog, wearing a
crown, with a red flower in his mouth and surrounded by pastel yellow butterflies, sitting on the rim of the plate and smiling happily at the children. A version of the pattern
which is suitable for small plates, for example, replaces Prince Frobo with a red
flower.
The pattern Happy Veggies encourages healthy eating with a row of tomatoes, apples and carrots on the rim of the plate. Strong colors such as red, orange and green
dominate and provide a strong accent to the plain surface.

The children's patterns are manufactured following especially strict hygienic rules in
accordance with the US standard Proposition 65. Bauscher uses robust in-glaze patterns for these pieces. In this process, the images sink deep into the glaze and fuse
with it thanks to the high firing temperatures. The colors are abrasion-resistant and
retain their brightness for years.
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